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Communication through Silence: A New Approach
to Energy Efficiency

Abstract
Most conventional communication strategies utilize energy based transmission (EbT) schemes, which require energy expenditure for transmitting both 0 and 1 bit values. We propose a redundant radix based number (RBN) representation for encoding and transmitting data for applications which typically require low data rates, utilize low cost devices and demand low power operations. Introducing the concept of using silent periods for communicating the digit zero, this new encoded communication scheme, called RBNSiZeComm, provides a highly energy-efficient technique for data transmission. Using this transmission protocol, the fraction of energy savings obtained on an average is $1 - \frac{(n+2)}{(4n)}$ which tends to 75% as $n$ becomes large. Based on this transmission strategy, we have designed a new MAC protocol and efficient conversion algorithms from binary to RBN and vice versa, that would support the communication of such RBN encoded data frames. Furthermore, assuming a noisy channel with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), we have designed a hybrid modulation scheme and introduced a new concept of frame error rate (FER) instead of the conventional bit error rate (BER) for analysis of noise in the proposed communication scheme of RBNSiZeComm. We show that for a given FER, we get a savings in transmitter energy of about 53% when compared to binary FSK. Simulation results demonstrate that RBNSiZeComm can extend the battery life of devices by 33% to 62% on an average.